Flows through forest canopies in complex terrain.
Recent progress on boundary layer flow within and above tall forest canopies in complex terrain is reviewed from the perspective of developing methods to interpret carbon dioxide fluxes from tower measurements in real terrain. Two examples of complex terrain are considered in detail: a forest edge, which exemplifies nonuniform forests, and hilly terrain, which can lead to drainage currents at night. Dynamical arguments show that, when boundary layer winds approach a forest edge, the mean wind adjusts on a length scale of approximately 3L(c), where L(c) is the canopy drag length scale, which depends inversely on the leaf area density of the forest. Over a further distance that also scales on L(c), turbulence in the flow adjusts, and the mixing and transport in the canopy approaches the homogeneous limit. Even low hills change the neutral flow within and above the forest canopy substantially. When the canopy is tall, pressure gradients drive flow up both the upwind and downwind slopes of the hill, leading to an ejection of air out of the top of the canopy just downwind of the crest. This flow at the crest can then advect scalar out of the top of the forest, leading to large variations in the flux of scalar across the hill. At night, when the air near the ground cools and becomes stably stratified, turbulence within the canopy can collapse, even when the flow above the canopy remains turbulent. This leads to a decoupling of the air motions within the canopy from those above. The air above the canopy can then continue to pass up and over the hill, as it does in the neutral case, but at the same time, air within the canopy drains down the hill slopes as drainage currents. These analyses will help us understand when flux towers are reliably measuring the net ecosystem exchange and suggest ways of correcting the flux tower data in more complex situations.